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Also, I strongly support the use of skin grafting to speed the healing process and have used it in 
hundreds of instances. 

The technique I refer to here is also dramatically effective in extraplantar ulcers (like stasis 
ulcers) referred to by Dr Srinivasan. 
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REPLY: LEPROSY IN CHILDREN 

Sir, 

R E PFALTZGRAFF 

Leprosy in children is now a well-established entity. I -J It is characterized by well-defined 
hypopigmented macule(s) . Their border may either be regular or serrated . Usually they are few in 
number and erythema and loss of hair may also be present. The sensations in the macules are 
invariably impaired or lost. The nerves feeding or supplying the lesions may be enlarged and tender. 
The macules are largely disposed over body areas susceptable to trauma or injury. Occasionally, 
plaque(s) may also be encountered. The morphology of the lesions usually corresponds to either 

indeterminate or tuberculoid (TT) or borderline-tuberculoid (BT) .4 Occasionally, however, 
borderline-borderline (BB), borderline-lepromatous (BL) or lepromatous (LL) may be seen, 

indicating clearly that the spectrum in the 0- 1 4  year age group is incomplete. The reactions and 

deformities are infrequent. J Because of the relative innocuous nature of the clinical manifestation, 
leprosy in children is seen rarely. During the last decade ( 1 98 1 -89) 1 27 children had leprosy 
amongst 25 1 3  new leprosy patients attending an urban leprosy centre. 

Furthermore, the parameters, namely bacterial index and microscopic pathology are largely 
unhelpful in this group. Nevertheless, it is imperative that they are performed in each case . 5-7 The 
early features of leprosy in children have been reported recently .7-9 It is to be appreciated that the 
contrasting clinical features observed certainly warrant further attention. In a recent work lo  an 

endeavour has been made to unfold this aspect by instituting the estimation of total T -lymphocytes, 

their subsets CD4 (inducer) and COg (cytotoxic) and their ratio in the peripheral blood, with 

equivocal results. Whereas in vivo lepromin (Mitsuda) and epicutaneous sensitization with 
dinitrochlorobenzene (DNCB) were significantly poor in mid-borderline (BB) leprosy. B

lymphocytes serum immunoglobulin and C3 pivotal complement component were found to be 

normal in all leprosy groups. 
The preceding account, therefore, comprehensively shows that the diagnosis of leprosy in 

children is not at all in doubt. This has been further confirmed by the favourable response to 
chemotherapy. I I Therefore the conclusion dra wn that the diagnosis should be clinical is well placed . 

It is hard to subscribe to the contention that separate operational criteria for diagnosis from 
those used for leprosy research should be adopted because it may be difficult to compare the 
cumulative data of different studies. Hence the author has proposed a seven-group classification, 
which could be utilized for institutional and field work . 1 2. I J 
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REPLY: HONEY A N D  PROPOLIS A S  POSSIBLE PROMOTERS OF THE HEALING 

OF ULCERS IN LEPROSY 

Sir, 

Dr L A Wiseman has advocated a sugar paste for the treatment of ulcers in leprosy patients 
(Lepr Rev, 1 989; 60: 67). In this context two other substances merit consideration; namely, honey 

and propoli s .  The latter, also termed bee glue, is a related but more resinous plant-derived substance 

used by bees to seal defects in their hives . Honey has been shown in several studies to promote 
wound healing and to inhibit growth of bacteria .  1 .2 Propolis has strong bactericidal properties, 

especially against Gram positive bacteria and Mycobacterium tuberculosis but also against 
pseudomonads and other Gram negative bacteria . 3  In addition, ethanolic extracts of pro polis have 
been shown to promote the regeneration of connective tissue, cartilage and bone.4 

It appears likely that the healing properties of honey and propolis are due, at least in part, to the 
presence of flavonoids-a class of molecules found in all photosynthesizing cells .  Some flavonoids 

are known to be anti-inflammatory and to promote the regeneration of collagen.5  
Honey is, of course, widely available. Propolis is also available in many regions and is prepared 

for use by dissolving it in ethanol to form a tincture . It is also commercially available, as a tincture, 
from Ainsworth's  Pharmacy, London and from Boiron et Cie, Lyon, France . These substances 

may, in view of their claimed effects on connective tissue regeneration, be of particular benefit in 
cases where there is underlying damage to cartilage and bone. 
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